
2022-2023 AP LITERATURE 
SUMMER ASSIGNMENT 

 

 
Summer Work for AP English Literature will include both reading with notetaking and writing. 

 
 
Reading and Notetaking    Due 8/31/22 
*How to Read Literature Like a Professor   Thomas Foster  
Read this title and complete Cornell notes for each chapter (27 chapters).  20 Points (Preparation) 
 
Link to Cornell notes: https://docs.google.com/document/d/1F-
JxYizL4jJ1mYrp1bIlVYElqYOhaqZ8SyxOy3bUVJ0/copy 
 
Never Let Me Go      Kazuo Ishiguro 
Read this title and take notes which you will submit.   20 Points (Preparation) 
 

Romeo and Juliet OR A Midsummer Night’s Dream  William Shakespeare 
Read one of these titles and take notes which you will submit.  20 Points (Preparation) 
 

Native Son       Richard Wright 
Read this title and take notes which you will submit.   20 Points (Preparation) 
 

*Read this title first. 
 
All titles can be accessed as pdf’s online, through the public library, or by purchasing a copy, if you 
wish.  It is required that you take thorough notes on your reading, so that you can refer to them when 
we study the pieces and when we complete our initial writing assignments for the  
school year.  These notes (other than the Foster title)  may be in any form you wish- an outline, Cornell 
notes, an excerpt diary, mind mapping, a Google doc, or post-its and notecards- it does not matter to 
me.  There is nothing to turn in to me (yet), but you must submit your notes on the first day of 
school.  You must be organized and hold yourself accountable.  Make a plan for tackling this 

list.  Follow the plan and enjoy this wonderful literature☺  Please recognize that students coming 
into AP English Literature without having carefully read the suggested titles and taken thorough 
notes are at a distinct disadvantage.  They will be playing catch-up all year!   
 
Titles That Will Be Studied During the School Year (If you would like to get ahead in your reading, 
you can read these titles this summer) 

The Stranger      Albert Camus 
 
The Crucible       Arthur Miller 
 
Hamlet       William Shakespeare 

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1F-JxYizL4jJ1mYrp1bIlVYElqYOhaqZ8SyxOy3bUVJ0/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1F-JxYizL4jJ1mYrp1bIlVYElqYOhaqZ8SyxOy3bUVJ0/copy


***Another Suggested (But not Required) Title:  Great Expectations by Charles Dickens 
 
We will be reading and studying an excerpt from Great Expectations.  Reading Dickens is always 
beneficial to your reading skills.  It will also help you to broaden your understanding of the foundations 
of British literature and the social context of 19th century England.  It is, however, a commitment of 
both time and stamina, since the novel is 384 pages.  If you do not have the time or inclination to read 
it this summer, keep it in mind for the future or challenge yourself to read it little by little over the 
course of a school year 
 

Writing:  The Literature Letter  Due 8/31/22 
This assignment is a 100 point formative assignment. 
 
The purpose of this assignment is to discuss the works you read this summer and connect them to How 
to Read Literature Like a Professor. 
 
Assignment Length: 2-3 typed pages (double spaced, size 12 Times New Roman) It will contain the 
following sections: 
 

1. Write a brief introduction giving an overview of your reading this summer.  What did you 
read?  What did you choose first?  Why?  Where did you read?  Give a glimpse of your reading 
process over the summer.  Feel free to be descriptive as you can.  This should be approximately 
1-2 paragraphs of 8-10 sentences each. (25 points) 

 
2. Describe yourself as a reader prior to this summer.  Who are you as a reader?  What books have 

you fallen in love with in the past?  Are there books you just disliked?  Why?  Where have you 
struggled?  Feel free to include any information that will help me understand you as a reader, 
your relationship with books.  This should be approximately 1-2 paragraphs of 8-10 sentences 
each. (25 points) 

3.  
In the last section, I want you to connect the titles you read over the summer to Thomas 
Foster’s How to Read Literature Like a Professor. Choose 3-5 chapters from Foster’s book (This 
means 3 to 5 ideas from Foster’s book) and analyze how they relate to the works you read this 
summer. Please be certain to discuss all three of the literature titles you read in addition to the 
Foster book.  You do not need to apply each of the Foster chapters to all of the pieces of 
literature, but you must discuss each of the works of literature at least once in your 
analysis.  You should have 3-5 paragraphs of 8-10 sentences each in this analysis.  Additionally, 
please include an introductory paragraph and a concluding paragraph for this analysis section, 
bringing your total number of paragraphs for this section to 5-7 paragraphs. (50 points)   

 
Grading:  Sections 1 and 2 will be graded for level of detail, development, voice, and 
grammar/usage.  Section 3 will be graded for development, evidence that you understand Foster’s 
insights, and the extent to which you apply these insights to analyze the works you read, and 
grammar/usage. 
 

If you have any questions, please be sure to contact me. 
Happy Summer Reading 

Mrs. Grangel: gina.grangel@mot.k12.de.us 


